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Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, August 19
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

He that can have patience can have what he will. ~Benjamin Franklin

Agenda:
7:00 – 7:30 Houses for sale – Members can present one property for sale. Bring your
For Sale properties to the meeting, setup flyers on our For Sale table, and
make some money while you learn.
Vendor parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of
service providers and this month we have an exciting new group of vendors
joining us.
Special Home Depot update, with real Home Depot People in the room.
We are doing some exciting things with Home Depot. If you haven’t
registered for the Home Depot discount program yet, then follow this link
and bring your completed form to the meeting.
http://pittsburghreia.com/downloads/HomeDepotDiscountProgramSignup_Printable.pdf

7:30 – 8:00 Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Club Updates, we have a lot going on
8:00 – 9:00 Keynote Speaker, Kathy Kennebrook – Kathy is the nation’s leading expert
on using direct mail marketing to find great real estate deals. Come and
hear Kathy explain how she has made a high six figure income for the last 15
years with direct mail marketing campaigns.
BIG Change to the meeting – You are now officially adults go to the
restroom whenever you like. The mid-meeting break is too chaotic and it’s
too hard to get everyone back in their seats, so from this time forward
bathroom breaks will be at individuals’ discretion.
Idea for a change - If we held a pre-meeting at 6pm, just for networking,
and we served pizza would that interest anyone. I would just buy a bunch of
pizza and stick a tip jar next to it so people could pay whatever they felt like
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paying for dinner. Give me feedback if you would be interested in joining us
an hour early for on-site networking. Email me at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
Logistics:
Smart Guy Table - Open during breaks and before the meeting. Ask questions of some
of our more successful investors.
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole
this idea from so I could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if
it wasn’t, they do a lot of good things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area
and to be prepared to give a 30 second intro of your business to the group.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of cub
groups now and you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups
are designed to supplement the main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the
PittsburghREIA.com website. This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group
meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it under the Events tab.

How Robin Williams' estate plan aimed to protect his family
The comedian apparently used sophisticated estate planning techniques to provide for his children.
By Danielle and Andy Mayoras Aug 14, 2014 @ 11:15 pm EST

The initial shock of Robin Williams' tragic death is giving way to reflections of his memory and
legacy. Many people are also asking what happens next for his family, and what shape was the
estate in that he left behind.
Williams was survived by his third wife, Susan Schneider, to whom he was married for three
years, and three adult children from his prior two marriages, whose ages range from 22 to 31.
Did Williams' death leave them in financial distress.
In an interview with Parade Magazine in 2013, Williams lamented how he was required to
change his lifestyle because of how much he lost in his two divorces (reportedly, $30 million).
He said he returned to TV because of “bills to pay.” Williams also admitted to listing his Napa
Valley estate for sale because he could no longer afford it.
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Public records about Williams' real estate show that it has significant value. His Napa Valley
mansion, which rests on 653 acres and is named Villa Sorriso (translated to the Villa of Smiles),
has been listed for sale since April for almost $30 million.
Williams also left behind a 6,500-square-foot waterfront home in Tiburon, Calif., valued at
roughly $6 million. The two properties are subject to mortgages, according to public records,
that totaled $7.25 million as of 2011. This means that Williams left behind real estate with
equity of around $25 million, depending on what Villa Sorriso can command in a sale.
The good news for his family is that Robin Williams appears to have done solid estate planning,
including at least two different trusts. Both of his valuable pieces of real estate are held in the
name of the “Domus Dulcis Domus Holding Trust.” This is a latin phrase meaning “home sweet
home.” He set up this Trust to own his real estate, tabbing New York accountant Joel Faden and
Hollywood producer and entertainment promoter Stephen Tenenbaum as the co-trustees.

TRUSTS LEAKED
Additionally, TMZ reported that someone had leaked a copy of a different trust, which Robin
Williams created in 2009. This was in the midst of Williams' divorce from Marsha Garces
Williams, his second wife. The trust reportedly names Williams' three children as beneficiaries,
splitting their trust funds into three equal distributions for each of them, set to pay out when
they reach ages 21, 25 and 30.
Because this trust reportedly transfers the money to them whether Williams was already
passed or still alive, this was likely established as part of his divorce rather than purely for
estate planning. It is not known how much money was in this trust.
Regardless of the motivation behind this trust, it (and his real estate holding trust) show that
Williams took advantage of sophisticated estate planning to protect his loved ones.
Many celebrities, like Philip Seymour Hoffman, feared using any type of trust. Williams had at
least two trusts, and it appears that the Domus Dulcis Domus Holding Trust was created, at
least in part, to minimize estate taxes.
Real estate holding trusts, when made irrevocably and drafted and used the right way, can
often carve valuable real estate outside of someone's taxable estate. With the $25 million or so
in equity, this could add up to a substantial savings for Williams' heirs.
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Even if this trust was not set up with estate taxes in mind, if nothing else it could have worked
to safeguard privacy for Williams and his family members. When used properly and not leaked
to the media or revealed due to litigation, trusts allow everyone to avoid probate court and
keep their affairs private.
Even non-celebrities usually prefer privacy, instead of having their affairs made public for nosy
neighbors to see.
While the real estate, the children's trust funds, and any life insurance will not technically be
part of Robin Williams' estate, his ongoing royalties, earnings from new deals over his image
and likeness, and future releases of his comedy material would be managed by the
administrators of his estate, unless he had previously assigned those rights to another trust or a
corporate entity. These should add up to significant value.
PROPER STEPS
According to numbers compiled by ABC News, his movies grossed over $6 billion throughout
his career. While he earned a modest $75,000 payday for voicing the Genie in Aladdin (despite
the film's $500 million earnings), he was paid $165,000 per episode for his one season of The
Crazy Ones.
There can be no dispute that Robin Williams was a comic genius, as his four Golden Globes,
two Emmys, and his Oscar attest. The early indications are that he displayed some brilliance
with his estate planning as well. While nothing can make the tragic loss of Robin Williams better
for his family, at least he appears to have taken the proper steps with his legal planning to avoid
the pain from becoming worse.
It's a lesson that others can learn from. While few people need the sophisticated type of estate
planning that Williams used, a revocable living trust can help almost anyone who wants to help
their loved ones avoid the publicity, costs, aggravation, and pain of probate court.
Because of his foresight, Robin Williams' family may be able to focus on grieving and not have
to worry about unnecessary complications with his estate.
Danielle and Andy Mayoras are co-authors of "Trial & Heirs: Famous Fortune Fights!" and attorneys with
Barron Rosenberg Mayoras & Mayoras PC.
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See you in Orlando
I booked my flight this week for Ron LeGrand’s annual summit in Orlando. I know a large
number of you are planning on attending. There will be an impressive number of educators on
stage including first time presenter and personal friend of mine, Cyndy Dumire. Cyndy has a
course on using the internet to generate leads. I am really excited to see the debut of this
course in public. Maybe just maybe I can get her to travel all the way over here from Philly and
tell us what she is doing.

There is still time to register for the Summit – click this link to register and join the rest of us in
Orlando next month. - Summit – www.RES2014.com?aid=1516
…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of
you who prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often.
It’s being included for those who missed it…

(August 10)

Updates, Lessons Learned, Schedules, and More

Learn the Magic of Direct Mail Marketing
My friend and special guest Kathy Kennebrook will be at our next meeting to teach us all how
she has made a high 6 figure income in real estate over that past 15+ years, by employing a very
special direct mail campaign to locate and prescreen motivated sellers. Don’t miss this one.
Kathy lives in Florida and is only coming to our group as a personal favor to me.

More REACT from Jon Iannotti
As you know Jon Iannotti is also a friend of mine, and a member of Pittsburgh REIA. Jon did a
masterful presentation on his special way to putting together owner financing deals. Jon is
willing to come back up to Pittsburgh (He now live in FL) and do a full day seminar just for us.
The cost of the seminar will be just enough to cover Jon’s travel costs and renting the room. It
looks like $297 per person will cover everything including lunch. I need to know how many of
you are interested in attending this special one day seminar on Jon’s REACT technique. Email
me directly to let me know at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
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Hello members of the REIA Wholesale subgroup!
We will be back on track for meetings for September, and will have online info until then.
At the moment, I am considering venues for our meetings. We may be able to:




Meet before the monthly REIA meeting starts --- We can do this at 6PM if that works
Use a restaurant or other venue, but our numbers now exceed 25 so we need a place
where we can actually get things done. For now, Lowes uses their training facilities for
training summer help and getting ready for the back to school change in staff
Use Go to Meeting or something similar, to allow everyone the ability to attend without
the time and expense of driving

Our immediate objectives in order, for the next few months are shown below
Each objective may take more than one month to complete, some may be combined
My plan is to create a step by step process for maximum success
Phil Scolieri to address contracts and entities
Marty Scwartz will be invited to address tax implications and accounting
I will provide Quickbooks tricks to compliment Marty’s advice, pending Josh’s approval
Multiple speakers : Subject is Developing Buyers List
Joint Venture Opportunities - Josh Caldwell ( may be a pre or post meeting subject or
done by web meeting )
6. SEO Marketing - multiple speakers
7. Analyzing property. multiple speakers possible. Easy online materials, self- paced.
8. Discussing methods to find ARV, Return on Investment, Cash on Cash, MAO and other
terms you will hear and use.
9. Multiple speakers ( all wholesalers in their own right ) Subject: Getting the home under
contract
10. Due Diligence Multiple Speakers : Inspections and Abstract
11. Phil Scolieri - Subject : Title and closing procedures
12. Wholesale vs Co-wholesale - online discussion
13. Additional courses recommended by Josh Caldwell - may be online or in person,
addressed before or after a regular monthly meeting. No meetings in December, outside
of the REIA monthly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Your feedback is both welcomed and requested. We are fortunate to have some experts in our
REIA group and will get a tremendous foundation for success
Below, please find a link to a Google Doc form
It asks a few basic questions, just so I can do the best possible job for everyone
Not mandatory, and only the results will be shared ( not personal info )
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10CQdpN_dTeq4H4PQjRQeUp0ogwnXtYoGqsovRfsKGDQ/vie
wform?usp=send_form
To your continued success
Bonnie W

August Commercial Subgroup meeting is scheduled for
Tuesday
August 12th
7PM – 9PM

August Landlord Subgroup meeting is scheduled for:
August 13, 2014
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
Eat n Park Restaurant meeting room
Waterworks Mall
849 Freeport Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
If you have any questions, feel free to call me at 412-897-9653. Hope to see you there!
Donna Ondo

My tip of the week
Appliances Looking Bad? Don’t Replace, Repaint!
I learned this trick from a local appliance repair company. If you have a stove or refrigerator
that is showing signs of age, usually with small rust stains shining through, a $5 can of
“appliance paint” from the Home Depot (Allison Park) can make your appliances look as good as
new. I always keep a can of this handy when turning over a unit and am continually amazed at
how great it works!

New Real Estate Investor Blog is LIVE
By the time you read this, our new real estate investors blog is up and running. The blog will
replace the forum. The forum could have been great, but we got hit with so much spam that
we couldn’t manage it. The forum is designed so that only we can post on it for security
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reasons. That being said, if you have the writing bug, feel free to write and submit any articles
to me, and I will publish them for everyone to read. I suspect that the blog will grow into a
powerful tool for all of us.

Get your head right !!
I was recently listening to a speaker who said something that astounded me. He said that
wealth cannot be earned. It has to be created. What he meant by that is that you can’t work
long enough at any W-2 job to make real wealth. Take a high income earning job like a doctor,
those guys can earn a lot of money per year, but they can’t expand their earnings potential
beyond a certain point. No doctor can see unlimited patients, so even doctors have a limit on
their earnings. We as real estate investors are only limited by our creativity, knowledge, and
drive. It is the creative action of investing that produces real wealth.
Develop a Millionaire Mindset in 6 Easy Steps
By Jake Rhodes

We all like to dream about being financially wealthy. For most people though it remains a
dream and nothing more. Why is that?
It’s because most people don’t set their mind to achieving that goal. They might not be happy
in their current situation but they’re comfortable – and comfort is one of the biggest enemies
of growth.
How do you go about developing that millionaire mindset? By following these simple steps:
~~~
1. Focus On What You Want – And Take It!
So many people are too timid to admit they want something and go for it. When there is
something that you want to accomplish don’t think “I could never actually do that”, think “I
could do that and I WILL do that”.
Millionaires play to win, not to avoid defeat.
This doesn’t mean to have to become a selfish jerk. What it means is becoming more assertive
and honest with yourself. You don’t have to grab off other people. There is a big pot of
unclaimed gold in the middle of the table — why shouldn’t you be the one to claim it? You
deserve it!

2. Become Goal-Orientated
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It’s almost impossible to achieve anything if you don’t set firm goals. Only lottery winners
become millionaires overnight. By setting yourself attainable goals, you will get there
eventually. Don’t try to get rich quickly — get rich slowly.
Lets take the idea of making your first million dollars and expand on what kind of goals you
might set to get there. Lets also say you’re starting at a break-even position – you’re making
enough to get by with a few luxuries, but nothing more.
Your goal for the first year may to have $10,000 in the bank within a year. It won’t be easy but
it is doable. Next you need to figure out the steps you need to take to achieve that goal.
Always like to look at ways to make growth before cutbacks. With that in mind, you might want
to see if you can negotiate a pay rise with your boss, or if there’s another job out there that will
pay better. You might be comfortable in your old job but remember, comfort stunts growth.
You may also have other skills outside your workplace that you can monetize to boost your
bank balance. Maybe you can design websites for people, at a fee of course, or make
alterations to clothes.
If this is still not enough to make the money you need to save $10,000 in a year, THEN it’s time
to look at cutbacks. Do you have a bunch of old junk that someone else might love? Sell it! Do
you really need to spend $10 on your lunch everyday when you could make your own for a
fraction of the cost?
If you are to become a millionaire, you need to start accumulating money.

3. Don’t Spend Your Money – Invest It
The reason you need to accumulate money is for step three. Millionaires tend to be frugal
people, and that’s because they know the true value of money is in investing. Being your own
boss goes hand-in-hand with becoming a millionaire. You’ll want to quit your regular job at
some point.
Stop working for your money and make your money work for you.
Rather than buying yourself a new iPad, that $500 could be used to invest in the stock market.
Find the right shares (more on that later), and that money could easily double within a year.
There’s not just the stock market — there’s also property, and your own education.

4. Never Stop Learning
The best thing you can invest in is yourself.
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Once most people leave the education system they think their learning days are over. Well
theirs might be, but yours shouldn’t be. Successful people continually learn and adapt.
Billionaire Warren Buffet estimates that he read at least 100 books on investing before he
turned twenty. Most people never read another book after they’ve left school.
Who would you rather be?
Learn everything you can about how economics works, how the stocks markets work, how they
trend.
Learn new skills. If you have an interest in it, learn everything you can about it. You’d be
surprised at how often, seemingly useless skills, can become extremely useful in the right
situation.

5. Think Big
While I advise to start off with small goals, you absolutely should have a big goal in mind. If you
have a business idea then that is your ultimate goal – to start that business and make a success
of it. If you want to invest your way to millions of dollars and do little work other than research
then that is your big goal.
There is no shame in not achieving a big goal. If you run a business and aim to make $1 million
profit in a year and “only” make $200,000, then you’re still significantly ahead of most people.
Aim for the stars, if you fail you’ll still be over the moon.

6. Enjoy The Attention
To be successful you have to be willing to promote yourself and enjoy the attention to a certain
extent. Now the attention doesn’t need to be on yourself, it could be on your brand, but
attention definitely attracts money.
Never be embarrassed to get your name out there.
That means finding a spotlight and being brave enough to step right up underneath it.
If you run a business, try contacting the local papers. You’d be surprised at how amenable they
often are to running a story about you and your business, and it’s all free publicity.
Above all remember, you control your own destiny. Push hard enough for anything and you’ll
get it.
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First off, thank you all for filling out the Home Depot registration forms and emailing them back
to me at PittsburghREIA@aol.com I know a number of you had trouble with the fillable form
we send out, so below are a couple of printable versions of the form.
Secondly, while Scott and his team at the Allison Park Home Depot store (RT 8 in Hampton)
work out the technical parts of how to get the deals for everyone, you may need to use my
office phone number to identify the account. That number is 412 761 7342, Write this down
on a piece of tape and tape it to your REIA card or something else that you carry with you all
the time.
Here is a link to a Printable PDF Home Depot Discount form:
http://pittsburghreia.com/downloads/HomeDepotDiscountProgramSignup_Printable.pdf
Here is a link to a Printable, older WORD Home Depot Discount form:
http://pittsburghreia.com/downloads/HomeDepotDiscountProgramSignup_Printable.doc
(July 28)

Urgent - Reply required - If you care about your money - Home Depot Discount Program
As you all know by now, we are in the process of launching a super discount program that
has never been available to anyone ever before. The way that we are able to do this is that I
got the big wigs at Home Depot to consider the entire club as one person. Individually, we all
buy something from Home Depot every year, but as a group we buy millions and we will all be
treated as if we personally buy millions of dollars worth of stuff. I can’t tell you how excited I
am about that.
As with any new venture, there are bound to be hang ups in the system. On the Home Depot
end, they are working through their IT department to make this work. It’s never been done
before so I can assure you there will be bumps on the road to progress.
Speaking of bumps on the road to progress, the one speed bump that we ALL have to work
through is that for some insane reason the upper management of Home Depot was concerned
that we would "force" people into this discount program? If you need to be forced to save
money on things you already buy, then maybe real estate isn't for you.
To convince the folks at Home Depot that nobody is being forced into a program that saves
them money, we all need to fill out a form. I know many of you sent me your phone number to
register and that apparently wasn't enough, this form is apparently all they need. So click the
link below and get this back to me asap. They even made me fill out the form.
Now for the exciting part, Scott at Home Depot in Allison Park has been the architect of the
program so far. We will get discounts beyond what we got before. We will also gain access to
all sorts of crazy programs that nobody gets from Home Depot. There are discount programs
on light bulbs, carpet, water heaters, plus the $1000 bid room; there are also things like movie
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theater discounts, travel discounts, insurance discounts. I spent a couple of hours looking at
the discounts that will be available and I was overwhelmed. So quit reading your email and get
the form filled out and back to me.
Here is a link to the form:
http://pittsburghreia.com/downloads/HomeDepotDiscountProgramSignup.docx
Step 1: Save form to your computer, and then
Step 2: Attach it to an email and send to PittsburghREIA@aol.com --- Do NOT reply to this email

(July 25)

Before I get to the meat of this message, I have two quick announcements.
1 – Many of you have been asking me about marketing. I am really good at marketing, but I am
not a nationally known subject matter expert. My friend Kathy Kennebrook is a nationally
known subject matter expert on direct mail marketing. She is known as the Marketing Magic
Lady, and she will be our special guest speaker for the August REIA meeting. Kathy is brilliant.
2 – The Home Depot deal is getting to be really exciting. We are still working out the kinks in
the system. We are about to have the best discount program in the history of Home Depot.
There are a lot of crazy things that we will get discounts on, including movie tickets, payroll
services and other things not generally associated with home repair and remodeling. We will
also get a very good discount on the things that we all buy at Home Depot. Scott in Allison Park
is working really hard to make this happen and he his engaging the entire Home Depot IT
department to make this work. Please be patient as they roll out this new system. We are in
daily contact with Home Depot to make this a seamless system that will be the envy of any club
in America. I know, I spoke briefly about this to a group of 10 other REIA leaders from across
the country and they were excited to see this program.
Who is going to Philly with me – Private Lender Conference?
The American Association of Private Lenders – AAPL is hosting an educational – networking
event in Philadelphia on August 3-4. I plan on being there, and I suggest that many of you could
benefit from attendance. This event is a conference for private lenders. There are guys at
these events that run private equity funds, and they are looking for real estate investors to lend
money to. The entire event is geared towards the lenders, not us puny little investors.
Colleen Martin and I went to their last event in Kansas City, and to be honest, we generated a
ton of interest from West Coast lenders, who won’t really lend money on this side of the
Mississippi River. It is my understanding that the lenders who will be in Philly are much more
East coast centric. I am already registered, and I plan on representing our group. That being
said, if you have any deals that you want to present to real live private lenders then this is your
chance.
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Registration for the event is only $350, a bargain to sit in a room with even one lender who
believes in your deal. Click the link below and don’t forget to use the referral code PREIA25
when you check out.
Philly sign up: www.eply.com/AAPLEastCoastRegionalEventPhillyAugust2014998313
Don’t forget your referral code, PREIA25. This code is how the nice people from AAPL know
that you are in my group. Why you should care? Because this is how they know that we are a
good group and that they should keep inviting us to private lender events. I personally can use
every bit of private money that I can find.
To your success
Josh Caldwell
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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